VATICAN
EXPERIENCE

YOUR GUIDE TO ROME
AND THE VATICAN

ROME - AN INTRODUCTION
Arguably one of the most pivotally important cities in ancient history, Rome's enduring influence
spans 2,500 years from the legend of its creation by the first king Romulus and his defeated
twin brother Remus, to Julius Caesars’ Republic and the birth of the Empire under Augustus.
The Italian capital has truly earned its status as the Eternal City, and its rich history leaves it
awash with grandiose architecture dating back to antiquity; intricately designed Baroque
fountains and churches, moving Renaissance artworks and lively modern piazzas - and all this
is without mentioning the sublime food! It is also home to the Vatican, the holy city-state that is
home to some of the most ornate and spectacular artworks in the world.

PAPAL MASS - [DATE]
09:00 - This morning you will be collected and transferred to the Vatican to attend a Mass
personal guest of the Pope himself!

Mass will take place in the morning - you'll be collected at your hotel for a private transfer and
taken to the Vatican, where todays Mass will take place in the grand space of St. Peter's
Square. The crowds are likely to be huge - with as many as 200,000 enthusiastic attendees but you will be taken straight to the front, where you will join the other VIP guests and
diginitaries in a specially reserved area adjacent to the pulpit from which the Pope will deliver
Mass.

Mass is a truly special experience even from the crowds of the square - but from your
privileged vantage point, so close to the Pope himself, it is even more enchanting.

After Mass, your driver will return to collect you - its time for lunch, and we have reserved you
a table at a traditional Roman restaurant! Details to be confirmed.

VATICAN GARDENS - [DATE]
10:30 : Your chauffeur will be waiting at your Hotel to transport you to the Vatican City.

11:00 : Enjoy a morning visit to the Vatican Gardens within the City complex - an area usually
closed to the public! You will have use of a private guide throughout, who will take you
through the extensive gardens, an area the Pope uses to walk and contemplate throughout
the day.

13:00 : At the end of your visit, your chauffeur will transport you back to your hotel (or to a
restaurant of your choice for lunch). Next up, we suggest you explore the highlights of ancient
Rome - we can arrange private tours and special access to numerous sites on request.

19:00 : Your chauffeur will collect you from a mutually agreed location to take you back to
the Vatican for your final trip to the Holy City! As this visit is after hours, the Swiss Guard will
open the Vatican especially for your group - its quite a remarkable feeling to arrive at such a
unique location after dark, to the sight of its ancient and cavernous doors opening just for
you, revealing centuries-old secrets hidden inside. You will be led through the labyrinthine
corridors of the Vatican until you reach the Sistine Chapel, one of the wonders of the modern
world, covered in frescoes by the great Classical painter Michelangelo.

Normally thronged with tourist hordes, you will have no-one but the Swiss Guards and your
personal guide for company, so you may wander through the Chapel at your own pace,
taking in the incredible artwork and enjoying the masterpieces in total seclusion and privacy.

A truly remarkable experience, which will last approximately 2 hours. Your car will be waiting
to transfer you back to your hotel, or a restaurant for dinner, after the experience.

YOUR TRIP TO ROME

